NOTE:
SHIM MAY BE INSERTED IF NECESSARY TO PREVENT TELESCOPING.

ARCHITECTURAL 3 SERIES DUAL SHADE
IN A GYPSUM POCKET WITH SIDE CHANNEL
ROOM DARKENING

SHADE OPENING
SHADE HEIGHT
MAX. BUNDLE SIZE
MAX. BUNDLE SIZE
Ø 2 1/2" [Ø64mm]
Ø 2 1/2" [Ø64mm]
2 15/16" [75mm]
1 1/2" [38mm]
1/16" [2mm]
2 1/8" [54mm]
2 1/2" [64mm]
6 1/2" [165mm]
4 1/2" [114mm]
2"
[52mm]
2 1/2"
[75mm]
1 1/2"
[38mm]
1/16"
[2mm]
4 1/2"
[114mm]

REAR FABRIC IN UP POSITION
FRONT FABRIC IN UP POSITION
HEM BAR
POCKET CLOSURE
CEILING LN. (BY OTHERS)

ARCHITECTURAL 3 SERIES DUAL BRACKET WITH 1.63" Ø SMOOTH TUBE
REGULAR ROLL

MOUNTING BLOCK (BY OTHERS)

FABRIC IN DOWN POSITION (FRONT)
FABRIC IN DOWN POSITION (REAR)
SIDE CHANNEL

NOTE:
SHIM MAY BE INSERTED IF NECESSARY TO PREVENT TELESCOPING.